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The Sefer Hachinuch often gives explanations and “reasons” for many of the mitzvos. However,

when it comes to the mitzvah of the Parah Adumah (Mitzvah 397) he states that “although I have many

explanations for this mitzvah, I was afraid to write them.” Rav Yaakov Kamenetzky zt”l wonders why this

mitzvah should be different. Surely, he states, the Chinuch never gives definitive reasons for a mitzvah, since we

can never fully understand Hashem’s secret purposes. Therefore, why not explain Parah Adumah on some level

as well? He answers that the Torah purposefully presents Parah Adumah as an enigma so that we should

extrapolate and conclude that all the mitzvos are actually chukim as well. That is why the introduction to the

Parsha is zos chukas Hatorah, not chukas haparah. Once in a while we may get a sense of a mitzvah or a taste

(taam) of a mitzvah but we will never fully understand the esoteric and hidden reasons for any commandment.

Rav Shlomo Gantzfried, author of the Kitzur Shulchan Aruch, in his Sefer Aperion, also uses this

concept to explain a Medrash (Bamidbar Rabbah 19:3). The Medrash quotes a posuk in Koheles (7:23) “I

thought I could become wise, but it is beyond me.” The Medrash records Shlomo Hamelech as saying “I

understand many things but I examined the Parsha of Parah Adumah intensely but could not fathom it.” It has

been pointed out that the words which mean “beyond [me]” equal 341 in Gematriah, same as ,והיא רחוקה פרה 

. אדומה Rav Gantzfried quotes another Posek, Rav Heller, who asks, why indeed is Parah Adumah so much more

difficult to understand than the rest of the Torah? He answers that many aspects of the Torah are beyond us

because, for instance, we simply don’t understand why we put on black boxes with straps, shake a palm branch

or are forbidden from eating certain foods. However, the Parah Adumah carries a built-in contradiction: its ashes

purifies the recipient but defiles the one who held and sprinkled them. Some things can be difficult yet

comprehensible but something self-contradictory cannot be understood at all.

I would like to suggest that the Parah Adumah represents something even more basic than the

inexplicability of the mitzvos. It teaches us about the mystery of life itself. Surely life is not only difficult to

understand, but it often seems to be at variance with itself. Rav Heller and Rav Gantzfried’s answer, when

coupled with Rav Kamenetzky’s explanation lead us to our confusions about life’s vicissitudes. The paradoxes of

tzadikim who suffer and the wicked who seem to live happy lives, the righteous who are poor and the scoundrels

who seem to enjoy the fruits of their larceny confound us and wreak havoc with our faith. And yet, even our

greatest such as Moshe Rabbeinu asked these questions, without clear answers. The only response, they all

discovered, was that these seeming inconsistencies will be resolved in the next world, where all will become

crystal clear. Many gedolim experienced talking briefly (in a dream or otherwise) with someone in the Next

World. When they asked their emunah theological questions, they were told “here all is so clear, there simply are

no questions.” That, too, is the message of the Parah Adumah. What appears down here as a contradiction, over

there makes complete sense, since everything depends upon your perspective. Meanwhile let us believe with a

complete faith and do mitzvos because Hashem has commanded them to His people.

A GUTTEN SHABBOS
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With the coming of the Three Weeks, we will review some of the Halachos of this important period of the year

Question: Is there a prohibition to engage in any dangerous activities during the Three Weeks or is it only the

Nine Days? Furthermore, how is this differ from the rest of the year when we are also supposed to avoid

unnecessary danger?

Answer: It is true that there is a greater concern about danger during the Nine Days (or the week of Tishah B’av

for Sephardim). However, the Mechaber (551:18) does refer to certain specific dangers to avoid from the 17th of

Tamuz, such as going out alone from the 4th to the 9th hour of the day. The Mekor Chaim (Kitzur Halachos #14)

adds that he has seen people refrain from swimming in large bodies of water since this is a time with a

propensity for danger. Rav Moshe Feinstein zt”l is quoted (Moadei Yeshurun, page 128) as ruling that one

should not swim in very deep water. This would seem to include the deep end of swimming pools.

Question: I know that music is prohibited during the Three Weeks. What exactly are the restrictions? Is there a

difference between music with instruments and a cappella? What about “Uncle Moishie” type tapes for young

children? What about slow “deveikus” type of music?

Answer: The Mogen Avrohom (551:10) writes that dancing is forbidden during the Three Weeks. Although he

does not mention music here, he does so elsewhere (558:1). The Aruch Hashulchan (493:2) considers it a Kal

V’chomer that therefore music is forbidden. The Minchas Yitzchak (1:111) agrees that music is a greater

contradiction to the level of mourning required during this period than dancing. Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach

therefore rules that only music which leads to dancing such as chasunah music is prohibited but not slow music

such as “deveikus.” Of course, all the early Poskim were discussing live music. However, Rav Moshe Feinstein

(Igros Moshe 1:166), Rav Ovadya Yosef (Yechaveh Daas 6:34), the Tzitz Eliezer (15:33:2) and most

contemporary Poskim rule that today the prohibition includes recorded music. Regarding a cappella recordings

and people just singing together, the S’dei Chemed (Bein Hametzorim 1:10) and apparently Rav Moshe

Feinstein (1:166) hold that they are permissible. Rav Moshe adds that even with a cappella, one should be careful

not to sing or listen to happy songs, which could led to dancing or excessive joy. One may listen to music which

is playing for the purpose of exercise only (Shiurei Halacha by Rabbi Shmuel Felder, page 10). Similarly,

recordings made for children may be played for them if they are below the age of chinuch, which is

approximately 7 years old, or in this case, if they are totally oblivious to the time of year and the state of

mourning for the Bais Hamikdash.

Question: If a couple got married before Shivah Asar B’tamuz, may they have dancing at their Sheva Berachos

which is after the 17th?

Answer: The Moadim Uzemanim (9:338) states that this is a major disagreement amongst the Poskim which has

never been resolved. However, Rav Y.S. Sholom Elyashiv ruled (see Avnei Yoshfei 1:113 and Halichos

Vehanhagos page 6) ruled that in a place where it is common to play music and dance it is permitted but not if it

would be unusual to do so. A GUTTEN SHABBOS


